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DRESTER CLASSIC 2600
BY HEDSON

The complete manual gun cleaner for efficient cleaning of spray guns and
other tools
The Drester 2600 by Hedson has a wash brush which is fed with recirculating solvent
and a nozzle in the lid for rinse with clean solvent. Empty the paint channel through a
funnel in the lid and dry it with an air gun which is fitted on the side of the machine.
The Drester 2600 by Hedson is equipped with the unique Drester Teflon Diaphragm
pump, specifically designed for use in gun cleaners. Automatic extraction protects
the operator from hazardous fumes and improves the working environment.
 

SAFETY

The Drester 2600 is equipped with an air
powered extraction unit that operates when
the lid is open. It efficiently protects the
operator from harmful fumes

COST SAVING

The Drester 2600 by Hedson has a wash
brush which is fed with recirculating solvent
and a nozzle in the lid for rinse with clean
solvent. Cost saving since less solvent is
used

EFFICIENCY

Manual clean rinse with venture nozzle and
foot operated for hands-free operation.
Complete manual gun cleaner - all you need
in one unit for manual cleaning
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Drester Classic 2600 Part.no. 2600 (standard unit)

Weight 30 kg

Height 990 mm (39”)

Width 700 mm (27,5”)

Air consumption 250 l/min (9 cfm)

Extraction capacity - 15 m extr. duct 140 m³/h (82 c.f.m)

Extraction capacity - 5 m extr. duct 180 m³/h (106 c.f.m)

Air supply 5-12 bar (80-180 psi)

Liquid volume of machine 35 l

AQUASOLVE
Better cleaning performance, now with a new formula

Part.no. 230120

FILTERS GUN CLEANERS
Filters for better cleaning performance

Part.no. R8701

FLOCCULATION POWDER GUN CLEANERS
Efficient cleaning of the

waste water
Part.no. R9211

DOOR
Door

Part.no. 9530

FLOW-THROUGH WASH BRUSH
Flow-through wash brush

Part.no. 13136

FLUSH GUN
Flush gun

Part.no. 8970

WHEEL SET
Wheel set

Part.no. 8990

LID
Lid

Part.no. 9520

MOISTURE TRAP
Moisture trap
Part.no. 4020

HOSE EXTENSION KIT
Hose extension kit

Part.no. 8920

COVER PLATE
Cover plate

Part.no. 9140
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